Magic of the Mountain
2012 Photography Workshop
Mt Gravatt Environment Group

Alan Moore, Photography Workshop leader, comments on the photographs captured by the participants in the 2012 photography
workshop
Each participant submitted the images which they captured during the workshop and I reviewed all images and selected what I considered to
be the better ones from each person.
I took every selected image into Photoshop for a closer examination of the entire image and to ascertain whether value could be added to the
captured file by running a few basic routines. I applied minimal changes only, generally increasing colour saturation, boosting contrast and
selectively increasing edge contrast on the main subject. Generally this was sufficient to bring the best out in the image and in only a few did I
do some cropping to remove some distractions.
I must say that the number of images which I had to crop was less than 5% of the total, indicating that the basic lesson of getting in close,
focusing on the subject and keeping it simple was put into practice by the participants.
From the adjusted images I chose three from each participant for comment:
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Andrew:

Andrew - P1380199: bush in flower.
Original image has some vignetting, possibly from the edge of a filter on the front of the lens so I cropped slightly to reduce this. Image is
pleasing with focus on several flowers and leaves so that we see the tiny hairs on the leaves and stems. Interesting. Could have done with a
bit more depth of field although the slower speed may have compromised the result because of movement of the bush in the wind.

Andrew - P1380219: moth on a leaf.
Original image was a bit wider shot and had some vignetting so I cropped in and found that the result stands up well (no major loss of quality).
Shows good focus on the insect, the eyes or head must be in focus for an insect, the lighting is good and even and the background is
uncluttered (the leaf). It would have been better to be looking at the front of the insect than the back view and with a bit more depth of field, but
still a great shot.

Andrew - P1380240: spider at home with dinners past.
As with the moth shot, the original was a wider shot and had vignetting so I cropped in tighter. Focus on the spider is great and background
soft and simple. The depth of field covers the spider’s body, head and legs. Very good.

Anna:

Anna - IMG_938: bush in flower.
I liked the original image which was well focused and the background was good and soft, although the branch was centred in the frame and
horizontal. I did a bit of realignment to bring the branch out of horizontal. Focus is really great on the flowers and leaves but probably could
have had a smaller aperture to increase the depth of field.

Anna - IMG_946: sun through the trees.
Good capture, no cropping or realignment necessary, I just increased the saturation and contrast a little. The sun through the trees is on the
top one-third line, good, but a bit too centred left to right; a capture a wee bit further left would have placed the sun on the one-third vertical.

Anna - IMG_970: ledge fungus.
Great shot. Viewpoint from below really works and highlights the maze of spider web. All I did to enhance was saturate and contrast a little.

Di:

Di - DSC_0542: red flower on tree.
Image from the camera looked good and all it took to make it excellent was a saturation and contrast boost, no cropping. Focus is right on,
leaves and flower with most of the tree softer and out of focus (and tonally not in conflict with the subject).

Di - DSC_0554: curving track.
I like this image as it captures the Mt Gravatt bush track well. I did tighten up on the framing as the original tree on the left hand side was not
hard against the side of the frame, but that’s the only change other than saturating and contrasting. Very pleasant.

Di - DSC_0575: moth on leaf.
A nice try at this difficult subject. The background is unfortunately cluttered; the moth needs a bit more picture space to the left. I’ve chosen to
leave this in because it is a good result in spite of not being absolutely perfect.

Elizabeth:

Elizabeth - IMG_8879: bush in flower.
A popular subject, Captured well here, I did no cropping, just a small colour and saturation boost. Good depth of field and still retains blurred
background; lead in line is diagonal across frame, good.

Elizabeth - IMG_8898: fern.
Nice, captures the dryness well. No cropping required, just colour and contrast boosted. Good positioning with the space in the left hand
foreground, good depth of field. Could have been even better with lower viewpoint.

Elizabeth - IMG_8901: ant with dinner.
Worthwhile trying this shot, could have been better technically in so many ways; better focus on the ant, shot composed lower and to the left to
give the ant somewhere to go, in closer. However, a good go at a very hard subject, a moving insect. I did not crop as the focus was soft on
the ant so full field presentation as shot is best.

Eric:

Eric - IMG_6223: spider.
Good result. Focused on the subject, good depth of field across the body of the spider, background well out of focus, soft and evenly lit. Not
cropped. I would have preferred to see the spider from the top not the bottom and a bit more angled across the frame rather than up and down.

Eric - IMG_6238: nuts.
Great image in so many ways. The image is simple, that’s good, background blurred and evenly lit, good lighting on the subject and crisp
focus. The result is almost monochromatic with just a little bit of alternative colour in the nuts.

Eric - IMG_6243: open woodland through the trees.
Has worked well. I did tighten up the cropping just a little on the tree framing the left hand side and boosted colour and contrast to highlight the
open grassy area.

Evie:

Evie - DSC_0331: fungus.
I had trouble bringing my final selection down the just three images as there were more good results. This fungus is excellent; focus is across
the whole subject and taken from in close so no cropping necessary, lighting is good, depth of field great. Well done.

Evie - DSC_0336: flower. Well done again, hard to take this with the subject probably moving, nice focus and depth of field. Blurred although a
bit busy background. No cropping necessary as the positioning as just right.

Evie - DSC_0371: fern. A very simple image, extremely well spotted, focus and depth of field suit perfectly. Needed no cropping. A little to the
left and down may have improved this.

Hazel:

IMG_0484: red flower against tree. Good result.
I included this as another participant took a similar shot and I wanted to compare the different outcomes. I tightened the cropping a little and the
colour/contrast boost helps. Simple and uncluttered. A little too central in the frame but the stem does pleasingly come up from the left corner.

Hazel - IMG_0490: track and grass. Pleasant viewing, result of good, low viewpoint. I cropped in a little to cut out some of the tree on the left.
Focus is close to the camera and overall the image may have been better with the focus a bit further out down the track making better use of
the depth of field.

Hazel - IMG_0513: back lit left.
Everything came together to make this a great result. Backlighting shows the veins in the left, focus is perfect, depth of field great, lead in line
from the bottom left great. The fact that the left is not perfect really helps the story. The background is a bit busy; moving slightly to the left to
move the background tree from behind the leaf would have helped.

Jude:

Jude - IMGP8279: creeper leaves. Just a very pleasing capture. The leaves and the tangle of creeper stems were well spotted, not cropping
required as the image was captured in close. Focus, depth of field and position of the main leaves on the left are great. The shine off the
leaves is a bit of a distraction and trying to cut this back in processing was hard, probably needed a bit of shading applied to cut back the
contrast when the image was taken.

Jude - IMGP8299: leaf.
One of those images where it all comes together. Focused on the subject, excellent depth of field with the background totally burred and
contrastingly soft. No cropping required, just minor saturation and contrast boost to highlight the pockmarks in the leaf.

Jude - IMGP8324: bush in flower.
Good result from choice of focal point, depth of field and blurring of the background even though that background is busy.

Kerry:

Kerry - DSC01788: knotty log.
Highly interesting abstract image. Well seen and good job of capturing. No cropping just a contrast boost to highlight the abstract pattern.
Alignment perfect left to right across the frame. I would think it is worthwhile going back and doing it again, with a slightly tighter field of view
and increased depth of field, I’d expect a tripod would be necessary.

Kerry - DSC01803: red flower hanging.
Good result with the flower suspended into the frame from the top right, so in spite of the flower being central it works. Focus is ok but depth of
field a bit small. Background has worked well. No cropping necessary.

Kerry - DSC01838: between the trees.
Makes nice viewing. The framing makes is great, no cropping was needed, lighting was smooth across the whole image, the focus was just
right and depth of field great. I would have preferred a position slightly left to take that central tree a bit further away from the centre.

Margaret:

Margaret - P1050042: up the track to the seat.
Great lead lines to the seat. No cropping applied but colour and contrast boosted. Focal point was on the seat but the depth of field put most of
the track in focus.

Margaret - P1050051: marked tree.
Interesting capture, focus in the tree but picture space to the left of the tree shows the depth of the forest. No crop needed, depth of field just
right with a framing tree on the right hand side totally out of focus.

Margaret - P1050058: spider webbed tree.
Another one of those surprise results where it all comes together, just such a good story in this. The focus and depth of field are fantastic, no
cropping was needed although a bit of control was needed to lower the bright sun on the blurred background on the left had side, cropping
would not have helped as the image was made by the position of the tree and the framing tree, albeit blurred, on the right.

Marion:

Marion - P1060578: creeper on tree.
Just perfect. Focus perfect, depth of field just right, interesting alignment down and across and down, lighting right. See the small bug in the
lower centre, accidental capture or designed? Nothing to be improved by cropping.

Marion - P1060586: up the cable drum.
Technically not the best shot by the participant but shows what a change of viewpoint can do. Very interesting viewpoint, lighting streaking
down and across, focused on the rusting spokes. Not cropped at all. Lighting to bit too contrasty, the depth of field could be better, using a
tripod and getting a little bit of shade cloth to cut the sun may have helped. But full points for alternative way to look at the subject.

Marion - P1060594: leaves on the ground.
So good, almost looks as if it was posed. Spotting the red left makes this what it is. No cropping required, focus is good, depth of field fine.
Would be bit better with an angled capture so leaves not so up and down.

Nad:

Nad - IMG_0015: cracked up.
In close has told the story with this cracked clay of the track. The almost monochromatic result helps too. No cropping needed, the patterning
is nicely angled, focus is good across most of the flat field.

Nad - IMG_0023: backlit spider web.
This has come together quite well. Focus is a bit soft and limited depth of field has harmed the result, I see the aperture was f/2.8 and the
speed 1/800 second, could have closed that aperture down a fair way and still had a good speed for a hand held shot.

Sheamus:

Sheamus - DSCN1764: red flower.
Nice composition with the flower nestled in the leaves. No cropping needed although a viewpoint to the right a little would help to get the flower
on the left hand one-third line. Focus good and depth of field good; see the ant and the moisture drops near the ant. Background somewhat
cluttered but a colour and contrast boost has helped.

Sheamus - DSCN1785: backlit leaf.
Good image. Almost everything spot on, focus perfect on the leaf, (back)lighting perfect, soft out of focus background with the track setting the
scene, leaf angled down and across. Would have preferred shot from a bit to the right to get the leaf a bit further in the frame. No cropping
needed.

Sheamus - DSCN1787: spider.
The out of focus track left bottom to right top help this image by setting the scene. The lighting, focus and depth of field are great. A fair
amount of cropping was applied to get the spider in the upper right and side but a tighter initial shot would have been better with the spider on
the upper one-third lines confluence.

Trevor:

Trevor - IMG_0015: log and fence post.
Nice peaceful image, lead in line of the log towards the post is a good thought. No cropping needed. Would be improved by moving a bit to the
right to have the log come in from the left hand corner and a somewhat lower viewpoint to make the fence post appear to rise higher.

Trevor - IMG_0017: flowers.
Nice result against the blue sky, picks up the colour of the flowers well with a bit of colour and contrast boost. Focus is great across the flowers
and depth of field good. Image is spoilt by the tree and the background being so central to the flowers so a viewpoint to the right would have
helped.

Trevor - IMG_0039: fruit of the tree.
The largest orb of fruit is in great focus and contains a lot of detail. Composition is good with the branch coming down and across although the
depth of field has meant that the leaves on the right are in focus too so a larger aperture and focus on that left hand fruit would force the
attention to the fruit only and render the overall image less busy.

Tsuki:

Tsuki - IMG_0127: rosella. Nice effort although does not quite come together. Bird is on the right hand side and camera could have been
swung to the right to get the bird on the left and have some picture space in front of it. Focus is ok and the bird against the clearing in the tree
is the right way to go.

Tsuki - IMG_1165: slugged tree.
Great image. Almost completely reliant on line and pattern, the tree itself is an abstract irrelevance almost. No cropping applied but the strong
light to the left had side, the background, has been darkened to reduce the distraction.

Tsuki – IMG_1167: fruit.
Very good, the fruit is in focus with good depth of field, the fruit is in the centre in the original image so a bit of cropping has helped. The large
leaf was a bit brighter too and has been toned back. Good example of getting in close.

